S0767_2: Nominations Form

Full Name*  Yasmin Fay Fitzpatrick
Preferred Name*  Yasmin Fay

MANIFESTO*  I am standing for election as I want to promote women in STEM and not only as participants of STEM but to become managers within this area of profession and excel in all jobs carried out. I have a huge drive to encourage and inspire confidence in to women in these roles as I currently have been working with an Aerospace background for around 5 years and have noticed the lack of women within many roles across these areas. With more awareness and focus on women within STEM we can promote for equal opportunities and showcase our many talents. Bring on the STEM girls!! Not forgetting the great men that have inspired myself across the years, as they have been more than helpful and great leaders. I think men agree that women are very undermined within these roles also.

PLEDGES*  We can make open university a great place for learning and communicating. STEM Is the future and without great role models and great education through the OPEN UNI it wouldn’t be as successful. Women in STEM particularly need that extra drive and support to bring about their confidence within this area as sometimes it is undermined.

Roles*  Faculty Association Representative Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)